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    Product Name :
  Astra Kjeldahl Nitrogen Analyzer

  Product Code :
  ASTRALAB-SUPPLYA2010

  

  Description :

Astra Kjeldahl Nitrogen Analyzer

Technical Specification :

According to the principle of the classic Kjeldahl method, it is widely used in grain, food, feed, soil, fertilizer,
water, sediment, chemicals, dairy products, brewing, sugar, medicine, coal, rubber and other substances.

Nitrogen analyzer is an instrument that calculates protein content by measuring the nitrogen content in the
sample based on the principle of constant nitrogen content in protein. Because its protein content measurement
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and calculation method is called Kjeldahl method, it is called Kjeldahl nitrogen analyzer, also known as protein
analyzer, crude protein analyzer. This instrument is also widely used in food factories, drug inspection, and
fertilizer determination.

The nitrogen analyzer has a special plastic-sprayed steel shell, which is beautiful and practical; the acid-base
contact part is made of mirror stainless steel, which is corrosion-resistant and durable.

The instrument can automatically replenish water, and the liquid volume can be adjusted arbitrarily

Water-saving function design can save a lot of tap water and advocate new concepts of energy saving, emission
reduction and environmental protection

The steam generator used for supporting uses all stainless steel electric heating tubes to control the water level,
which is corrosion-resistant and durable; the water shortage alarm is automatic

The dedicated integrated circuit control system can meet the safe use of different water quality in different
regions, ensure normal operation without replacing distilled water for a long time, save a lot of distilled water,
reduce test costs, and achieve the goal of fast, accurate, and low consumption

The anti-splash tube is made of special high-performance acid and alkali resistant plastic. Good sealing
performance, better alkali resistance than glass, and long service life
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